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The Olive Reading Series October 14, 20038

Our Wonderful Sponsors

T. L. Cowan’s Biography

T. L. Cowan is a spoken word poet/performer recently transplanted from Vancouver BC 
to Edmonton AB. T.L.’s work can be found in two chapbooks, Poems for the man who 
made me (2000) and Working Title and Other Poems to be Sung Out Loud (2002), as well 
as in publications in Canada and the U.S., including Seattle’s PUSH magazine and Bent 
on Writing: Contemporary Queer Tales. (Ed. Elizabeth Ruth, Women’s Press, 2002).

T.L. has been a guest of Sister Spit’s Ramblin’ Road Show, and the curator of many 
spoken word extravaganza including Choice Words (2000), The Malcolm Lowry Poetry 
Stage (2000, 2001), Just a Little Bit Harder Than Nice (2001), and Sex, Lies, and Duct 
Tape (2001). T.L. has performed in Canada and the US, most recently in Toronto’s 
Festival Of Original Theatre (F.O.O.T), Vancouver’s Gaylord Festival, and Edmonton’s 
Visualeyez Festival. 

She teaches spoken-word, performance, and “art and activism” workshops, is a graduate 
student at the University of Alberta, and is currently co-editing/producing an anthology 
CD and zine, Coastal Tongue: Women in Spoken Word in Vancouver 1998-2003. Most 
importantly, T.L. is a new member of The Olive editorial group in Edmonton

www.frame30.com

www.ualberta.ca/~apirg/



I 

“by God that was a meal”
   -- Gwendolyn MacEwen “A Breakfast for Barbarians”

A very large pot of water
A fair-sized hunk of corned beef
One onion, potato, and carrot for every person who will be eating
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There is some discrepancy
whether or not to 
scrap the jelly off,
because there’s protein in there
before you smear it onto
two slices 
then carefully
put some of the 
aforementioned mustard 
on one side of a 
middle-slice
and squish this middle-slice 
to make it less conspicuous
and some ketchup 
on the other side
then stack them up.

Oh, also lettuce if you’ve got it.
And sweet and sour pickles.

II

“Eat, let the blade/be surprised by joy”
    -- John Thompson, Stilt Jack XX

It’s a funny thing
to claim on 
your repertoire of
things you can cook

especially when
your wife pre-mixes the 
cinnamon sugar 
and puts it into 
a shaker bottle (1 parts cinnamon to 4 parts granulated sugar)
so all you have 
to do is toast 
the toast and butter it
and then sprinkle it on
and give it 
to the kids.

Also on the list:
Chili 

T. L. Cowan T. L. Cowan Bio
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III

“Our milk is powdered” 
   -- Michael Ondaatje “The Diverse Causes”

When you meet 
someone 
who understands
that clumpy,
sicky, bluey-
whitey feeling, 

who knows 
what it 
tastes like
after it’s been
sitting in a school bag in a
plastic thermos
in a radiator-heated
cloakroom
for three or four or five hours,

you want to love that person.

 You feel as if 
 you must be
 related.

T. L. Cowan

V

“caught by strange music, strange meat,/the smell of old tin”
     -- John Thompson Stilt Jack, XXVI 

Polish Sausage

Served cold
sliced thin
between two slices
of homemade
not-deliberately-unleavened
bread.
a circular swirl of
generic brand
yellow mustard
maybe a little
IGA “salad dressing”
on the other side
and some 
head lettuce
and you’ve got
yourself a sandwich. 

Head Cheese

The hungrier you get
the more slices of bread 
you find on your sandwich.

Fried Bologna

This is the only allowed
open faced sandwich

T. L. Cowan
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IV

“I have so many empty beer bottles, I’ll be rich”
     -- John Thompson Stilt Jack, V

    In the days when drinking and 
    driving
   
    wasn’t such a big
    deal 

    we’d go through the 
    ditches that lined
    the highways

    and collect our fortune.

    And also there was summer 
    Mass in the beer hall 
    - Dunn’s Pavilion, then THE KEE TO BALA, 
     now something else I think -
    only a contradiction
    if you aren’t from 
    Bala, or at least 
    have a cottage there. 

    Sunday mornings, when
    our colleague with the quasi-pagan mother
    would hit the ditches solo
    we were busy peeling
    coins and even bills 
    off the beer-sticky floor. 

    Sometimes there was puke
    on the deck, 
    but we weren’t allowed 
    to go there.

    

T. L. Cowan

    And once, 
    I got Kim Mitchell’s
    set list - 
    unnecessarily masking-taped
    to the stage floor.

    Of course we had to tithe.

    But still,
    it was pretty good.

T. L. Cowan
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